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Abstract: This paper seeks to evaluate how successful national policy interventions have been at
addressing land barriers to self-build and custom housebuilding when applied by Local Planning
Authorities (LPAs) across the South West of England. A longitudinal triangulated mixed method
approach was undertaken to comprehensively interrogate the research objective. This comprised
submitting a Freedom of Information (FOI) request to each LPA within the study area; an assessment
of the most recently produced Strategic Housing Market Assessments (SHMAs); deriving alternative
demand estimates using national data as a proxy; and alternate estimates of supply calculated using
BuildStore and The Land Bank Partnership plot search websites. The findings of the study revealed
that LPA Registers can only be viewed as a minimum assessment of demand for self-build and
custom housebuilding and the effectiveness of LPAs in classifying suitable development permissions
for self-build and custom housebuilding was highly dependent on the mechanisms used to identify
permissions.
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1. Introduction
Self-build and custom housebuilding dwellings as a percentage of national housing
completions in England have historically been very low compared to most developed
countries [1,2]. Existing research highlights access to land, finance, conservative planning
policies, and inadequate information as the key barriers preventing the development of the
sector in the English housing market [3]. The 2011 Housing Strategy for England reported
that there were over 100,000 people across the country looking for suitable plots to build
their own homes [4] but a lack of access to suitable land in the right locations prevents
most from realising this ambition [5,6]. The sector has not become marginalised because
of the market, but rather due to inadequacies in the planning system at recognising and
addressing these barriers [7].
In light of the national housing crisis engulfing in the UK for the past two decades,
the Government has sought mobilise the sector through national policy and legislative
instruments in order to help address the significant shortfall in housing stock. The Selfbuild and Custom Housebuilding Act 2015 placed a duty on Local Planning Authorities
(LPAs) to keep a statutory Register of those within their respective administrative areas who
wish to acquire a serviced plot of land. The Housing and Planning Act 2016 amended the
2015 Act to include an additional duty whereby LPAs must grant sufficient development
permissions to meet demand arising on the Register during each base period within three
years. This research seeks to understand how effective the national legislation has been
at addressing barriers to land facing prospective self-builders. This study focuses on the
South West of England as this region has the highest levels of demand for self and custom
build plots in the country [8].
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The main aim of this research is to evaluate how successful national policy interventions have been at addressing land barriers to prospective self-build and custom housebuilders when applied by local authorities across the South West of England. To this
end, it addresses three research questions: (a) How accurate are local authority self-build
Registers when identifying demand for self-build and custom housebuilding? (b) How
effective have local authorities been at classifying suitable development permissions for
self-build and custom housebuilding? and (c) How efficient have local authorities been at
granting enough “suitable” development permissions to meet demand for self-build and
custom housebuilding recorded on Registers?
The paper is structured as follows: First, it presents the literature on self-build and
custom housebuilding and discusses the barriers to implement these types of housebuilding
in the English housing market. Then, the empirical methodology used is presented. Using
the secondary data extracted from various sources, the paper goes on to analyse the selfbuild and custom housebuilding policy in the South West of England. Finally, the paper
concludes with recommendations on the ways in which LPAs can tackle the identified
barriers and implement the self-build and custom housebuilding policy to achieve planning
objectives.
2. Defining Self-Build and Custom Housebuilding
Self-build and custom housebuilding are somewhat umbrella terms used to describe a
plethora of ways in which one can ‘self-provide’ their own home in one capacity or another.
At its most basic form self-provided housing is where the first occupant of a property
participates in its production [1]. Table 1 outlines eight key types of self-provided housing
that encompass most self-build and custom housebuilding models within England. Whilst
land ownership, project management, construction, and final ownership of the property
within each of these forms involve the occupant to varying degrees, the commonality
within each is the occupant of the dwelling constructed has had an input into the properties’
design [9].
Table 1. Types of Self-provided housing.
Type

Definition

Self-commission
Self-procure
Self-finish
Self-build
Community Land Trust + Self-provide
Enabled Self-provide
Community Land Trust
Self-build for rent

A self-provider buys the land and assumes risk, but contracts more or less all work out to
professionals.
A self-provider buys land and contracts design and construction to professionals but
manages the project themselves.
A self-provider buys land and contracts design and construction to professionals, up until
(for example) ‘first fix’. They then save money by finishing the construction themselves.
Self-provider does everything, perhaps contracting an architect or specialist
subcontractors where necessary.
Land is provided for self-providers through a Community Land Trust arrangement.
This could be as individual plots but is more likely to be a co-operative model such as
mutual home ownership.
Land is provided (and possibly prepared) through a local authority or housing
association, they then support self-providers to develop housing.
A Community Land Trust acquires and procures houses on behalf of the community,
these are sold or rented to the users at affordable rates.
A non-profit Housing Association procures housing in the usual way but involves future
tenants in the design or construction process (often as a form of skills training).
Source: Parvin et al. (2011) [9].

Within the context of the English planning system, until very recently, there had
been no clear definition of self-provided housing enshrined within national policy nor
legislation. This was likely due to the historical absence of policy initiatives to stimulate and
support this largely invisible sector [10]. The first time the Government sought to explicitly
define self-provided housing in an English context was via the Self-build and Custom
Housebuilding Act 2015. The 2015 Act (as amended) exclusively referred to self-provided
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housing as self-build and custom housebuilding, defining the terms as the building or
completion of dwellings by “individuals, associations of individuals or persons working
with or for individuals or associations of individuals, of houses to be occupied as homes
by those individuals” [11]. The Act did not make any distinction between self and custom
build provision, although as outlined in Table 1, there are a spectrum of options between
the two. In summary, it can be said that a self-provided housing option is where occupant
of the dwelling constructed has had an input into the properties design.
3. Barriers to Self-Build and Custom Housebuilding in the English Housing Market
Self-provided housing is capable of being a sizable mechanism of producing new
homes. This is illustrated by its dominance in most developed countries as the primary
mechanism for providing new owner-occupied dwellings [1]. In Germany, for example,
over 60% of homes are commissioned by individual households and built by local companies. This figure is even higher in Austria with self-provision accounting for over 80% of
all housing completions [12]. By comparison, the UK severely lags behind other developed
countries in the proportion of new housing that is self or custom built [13].
The existing research highlights four key barriers that have habitually repressed the
supply of self-build housing in England. These barriers are predominantly access to land,
finance, conservative planning policies, and inadequate information [3]. The scarcity
of land suitable to accommodate development plots alongside restrictive local planning
policies were continuously raised as barriers to delivery of self and custom build dwellings
through the existing literature. Parvin et al. (2011) found that fierce competition from
speculative housebuilders for suitable land parcels has resulted in medium-sized and large
sites suitable for housing being extremely difficult to acquire, with most self-builders priced
out of the competition as a consequence.
There are only a few peripheral regions of the UK where speculative building does
not normally operate that self-provision is a normal way of obtaining housing for the
average household [14]. Due to the prevalence of speculative house builders in the UK and
the planning system making little or no provision for this tenure, self-builders are often
left searching for marginal sites no one else wants or paying the market price for suitable
plots [1], requiring significant up-front capital, and thus pricing out those on middle and
lower incomes. The 2011 National Custom and Self Build Association (NaCSBA) Action
Plan recognised this issue, emphasising that many prospective self-builders spend years
struggling to find a suitable site to develop and then getting the necessary consents to be
able to start a build.
Successful policy intervention facilitating true disruption of the current market could
make a meaningful contribution towards addressing national housing shortages, thus
appeasing in part the national housing crisis engulfing the country for the past two decades.
Given that 30 October 2019 was the first trigger date to meet the duties outlined in the 2015
Act (as amended), this research is well placed to understand its effectiveness in addressing
the persistent land barriers facing prospective self-builders when applied at a local level.
4. Methodology
The aim of this research is to evaluate how successful national policy interventions
have been at addressing land barriers to self-build and custom housebuilding when applied
by LPAs across the South West of England. The three research questions to be addressed
through this study are as follows:

•
•
•

RQ1. How accurate are local authority self-build Registers when identifying demand
for self-build and custom housebuilding?
RQ2. How effective have local authorities been at classifying suitable development
permissions for self-build and custom housebuilding?
RQ3. How efficient have local authorities been at granting enough ‘suitable’ development permissions to meet demand for self-build and custom housebuilding recorded
on Registers?
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4.1. Study Area
To comprehensively interrogate the application of duties placed on LPAs by the 2015
Act (as amended) an extensive study area was required. Research by NaCSBA in 2018
found that the highest levels of demand for self and custom build opportunities in England
were generally concentrated in the South West, thus comprising the most suitable locality
to conduct the research. The South West of England is home to metropolitan cities, historic
towns, vast stretches of coastline, national parks, and many rural communities. However,
the region is still plagued by the housing crisis.
The South West is the largest region in England, spanning six counties encompassing
36 LPAs [15], aptly positioning it to provide data from a range of urban and rural LPAs to
thoroughly evaluate methodological variations and their corresponding implications over
the study period. This was essential to the research, as comparing data provided over a
spectrum of LPAs allowed for the identification of relationships between variables through
implementation and monitoring mechanisms. It also made it possible to distinguish best
practices and establish recommendations that are evidence-based.
4.2. Data Collection
We collected secondary data from a variety of quantitative and qualitative sources
to explore the research aim and ultimately answer the interrelated research questions.
These sources included Freedom of Information (FOI) requests [16,17] submitted to each
LPA within the study area to obtain demand and supply data and the accompanying
methods used to acquire the data provided; an assessment of the most recently produced
Strategic Housing Market Assessments (SHMAs) covering LPAs in the study area and the
methods therein to calculate demand; deriving alternative demand estimates from Office
for National Statistics (ONS) mid-year population estimates using national data as a proxy;
and an alternative estimate of plots in the study area calculated using BuildStore and The
Land Bank Partnership plot search websites.
This study utilised a methodological triangulation approach which Denzin (1973)
defines as the use of more than two methods to gather data [18]. A triangulation approach
to research is where multiple methods are used to investigate research questions [19].
This approach to data collection allows the weaknesses of one method to be offset by the
strengths of the others, thereby reducing potential measurement and sampling bias [20].
Table 2 summarises the methods used in this study, the types of data extracted, and which
research questions they relate to.
Table 2. Summary of research methods used and corresponding research questions.
Source of Data

Type of Data Collected

Freedom of Information requests
Strategic Housing Market Assessments
Office for National Statistics (ONS)
mid-year population estimates
BuildStore plot search data
Land Bank Partnership plot search data

Research Questions
RQ1

RQ2

RQ3

Quantitative & Qualitative
Quantitative & Qualitative

X
X

X

X
X

Quantitative

X

Quantitative
Quantitative

X
X
X

X
X

FOI requests were submitted to collect self and custom build demand and supply data
in September 2019. The 2000 Freedom of Information Act gives any person the right to
access recorded information held by public sector organisations through the submission
of such a request [17]. The format of this data collection method allowed the flexibility to
request quantitative demand and supply data, whilst asking several qualitative questions
to ascertain how LPAs had implemented the duties placed on them through the 2015 Act
(as amended). This study also conducted a desktop review of the most recent SHMA
produced for each LPA. SHMAs are generally produced in response to the production of a
new local plan. If the most recent SHMA was produced prior to introduction of the 2015
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Act (as amended) then it was omitted from the study as it would not have been prepared
with the provisions of the 2015 Act (as amended) in mind.
The governments’ self-build portal website (administered by NaCSBA) directs users
to three plot searching websites; of the three websites indicated, the PlotSearch service
by BuildStore was selected as the second alternate assessment of supply for this research.
This site was preferred over the others identified because it was the only building plot
search website listed that had been used as a data source in SHMAs. The portal also directs
those wishing to find a plot in the South West of England to The Land Bank Partnership
website, which specialises in the sale of land with a planning consent or the potential for
residential development in the Region. It was therefore rational to use the latter as the third
assessment of supply within this study.
The Ipsos Mori statistics commissioned by NaCSBA annually between 2013 and 2016
have consistently demonstrated 1 in 50 people out of the national adult population wanted
to purchase a self-build or custom build home in the forthcoming 12-month period when
the data was weighted to the known population profile [21–23]. It was considered that
the trend identified could be applied to national data to gauge an alternative measure
of demand for self and custom building within each respective LPA. This allowed the
calculation of an evidence-based policy off demand figure for each authority, as the inputs
had not been influenced by national nor local policy interventions.
4.3. Data Analysis
To add the qualitative data extracted from the FOI requests to spreadsheets for comparison, content analysis was conducted on each question categorising the responses
into common themes. Following this the answers were then refined a second time using
keywords to present the findings in a quantitative format. After identifying the relevant
SHMAs, a search was performed in each document to find any sections pertaining to
self-build or custom housebuilding. Any relevant demand indicators, targets, and needs
assessments were then extracted from the relevant section for comparative analysis with
the data provided by LPAs.
Demand figures using national data as a proxy for each LPA were derived utilising
population statistics from the Office for National Statistics (ONS). The adult population
(15+) for each LPA was extracted from the ONS 2018 mid-year population estimates. The
figures were then divided by 50 in line with the Ipsos Mori findings to determine projections
of current self-build demand in each respective area. The figure for each LPA was then
compared with the corresponding demand figures and implementation data provided
through the FOI responses to determine trends.
The same sampling strategy was used to identify plots on the BuildStore and The Land
Bank Partnership plot-search websites for consistency. A systematic sampling strategy was
employed whereby the number of plots being marketed in each county within the study
area on every Monday in November 2019 were recorded. Whilst sampling the websites
systematically was an effective method of obtaining the data, it did not account for daily
plot fluctuations. As such the supply data produced was incomparable with the supply
data collected from LPAs. Instead, a review of the types of plots being marketed was
undertaken to understand the efficiency of LPA monitoring mechanisms.
5. Findings and Analysis
The Self-build and Custom Housebuilding Act 2015 (as amended) placed a legal
duty on LPAs to keep a Register (aka the ‘Right-to-Build’ Register) of those within their
respective administrative areas who wish to acquire a serviced plot of land [11]. The Act
was the culmination of the Government’s efforts to ascertain an accurate assessment of self
and custom build demand across the country. To comply with the regulations of the Act,
Registers were to be implemented by 1 April 2016; to be publicised; and several optional
eligibility criteria could/can also be applied [24].
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Following this, the Housing and Planning Act 2016 amended the 2015 Act to include
an additional duty whereby LPAs must grant sufficient ‘development permissions’ to meet
demand for self and custom housebuilding arising in their respective areas in each base
period within three years of the end of said base period. This Act was the pinnacle of the
Governments previous policy initiatives to address persistent land barriers facing those
who wished to build their own home and mobilise the sector as a legitimate mechanism
for increasing housing delivery as well as choice and mix in the market. The findings of
this study are presented under each research question.
5.1. RQ1. How Accurate Are Local Authority Self-Build Registers When Identifying Demand for
Self-Build and Custom Housebuilding?
As highlighted in the literature, the Government has historically had difficulties in
identifying and implementing appropriate policy instruments to assess demand for self
and custom build housing at a local level. Whilst the Right-to-Build Registers will generate
an empirical set of demand figures for each LPA, it is likely the accuracy of the figures will
be affected by flexibilities in the statutory duties and regulations.
The objective of this research question is to compare how duties placed on LPAs
through the 2015 Self-Build and Custom Housebuilding Act (as amended) have been applied to assess demand for self and custom build plots across the study area. The Planning
Practice Guidance (PPG) states the level of demand for each LPA “is established by reference to the number of entries added to an authority’s Register during a base period” [25].
The data informing this question has been extrapolated from the FOI responses received
across the study area; SHMAs were published in the study area post 2015 and estimated
demand using national data as a proxy.
Table 3 demonstrates the total demand for self-build and custom housebuilding plots
recorded on Registers across the study area. The PPG clearly defines base period one
as commencing on the day the Register starts and ending on 30 October 2016 [26]. Each
subsequent base period runs from 31 October to 30 October each year. The figures are
broken down by base period in line with national guidance.
Whilst the duties within the Act should have been implemented by 1 April 2016, the
Act achieved royal ascension in March 2015 [27] meaning authorities had over a year to
consider how and when to implement their Register. Table 4 demonstrates that six (21%)
LPAs started their Register more than a month in advance of the deadline and a further
five LPAs (18%) started two days before on 30 March 2016. Over 50% of LPAs in the study
area started their Register on 1 April 2016.
The inconsistent dates when implementing Registers across the study area present
several problems when comparing the data. As previously noted, the first base period for
each LPA commences on the day the Register starts and ends on 30 October 2016. This
means the earlier the Register is implemented, the longer first base period one will be.
Table 5 below demonstrates the length of base period one for each implementation date in
the study area.
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Table 3. Total demand recorded on Registers.
Authority

Base Period 1

Base Period 2

Base Period 3

Total

% of Total Demand

Torbay Council
Council of the Isles of Scilly
Exeter City Council
Gloucester City Council
Cheltenham Borough Council
Mid Devon District Council
Tewkesbury Borough Council
Swindon Borough Council
West Devon Borough Council
North Devon Council
Forest of Dean District Council
Exmoor National Park Authority
Torridge District Council
East Devon District Council
South Somerset District Council
Mendip District Council
Sedgemoor District Council
Cotswold District Council
Stroud District Council
Wiltshire Council
South Hams District Council
Plymouth City Council
South Gloucestershire Council
Teignbridge District Council
Dartmoor National Park Authority
Bristol City Council
Cornwall Council
Bath & North East Somerset Council
Totals

2
18
6
6
19
14
12
16
30
24
14
33
18
32
31
29
37
66
48
31
89
93
127
131
118
85
310
456
1895

12
5
20
23
6
17
21
22
24
20
49
6
34
43
44
58
37
69
112
48
73
72
67
137
157
320
163
254
1913

4
7
9
13
19
14
13
20
5
17
10
44
40
27
29
40
54
9
2
106
27
44
79
60
123
276
221
152
1464

18
30
35
42
44
45
46
58
59
61
73
83
92
102
104
127
128
144
162
185
189
209
273
328
398
681
694
862
5272

0.3%
0.6%
0.7%
0.8%
0.8%
0.9%
0.9%
1.1%
1.1%
1.2%
1.4%
1.6%
1.7%
1.9%
2.0%
2.4%
2.4%
2.7%
3.1%
3.5%
3.6%
4.0%
5.2%
6.2%
7.5%
12.9%
13.2%
16.4%
100%

Source: LPA Freedom of Information Responses.

Table 4. Dates LPAs implemented their Registers.
Date Register Started

Percentage of LPAs

01 December 2014
01 April 2015
01 August 2015
01 October 2015
01 November 2015
01 February 2016
30 March 2016
01 April 2016
Total

7%
4%
7%
4%
4%
4%
18%
54%
100%

Source: LPA Freedom of Information Responses.

Table 5. Base period one Register lengths.
Date Register Started

Base Period One Length

01 December 2014
01 April 2015
01 August 2015
01 October 2015
01 November 2015
01 February 2016
30 March 2016
01 April 2016

1 year, 10 months, 30 days
1 year, 6 months, 30 days
1 year, 2 months, 30 days
1 year, 30 days
11 months, 30 days
8 months, 30 days
7 months, 1 day
6 months, 30 days

Source: LPA Freedom of Information Responses.

These variations raise a number of issues when attempting to use base period one data
to quantify demand and assess future needs. Firstly, the data is not directly comparable
as the figures were not recorded over the same periods. For the same reason base period

30 March 2016
01 April 2016

7 months, 1 day
6 months, 30 days

Source: LPA Freedom of Information Responses.
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As highlighted by Table 6, across the study area just six SHMAs were identified that met
the research criteria. All the SHMAs identified, at a minimum, acknowledged self-build
and custom housebuilding as a typology of need.
Table 6. Strategic Housing Market Assessments (SHMAs) published in the study area post 2015.
SHMA Ref No.

SHMA Title

Date Published

Housing Market Area

1

Bath HMA Strategic Housing Market Assessment (Volume 2)

2019

2

Wider Bristol HMA Strategic Housing Market Assessment (Volume 2)

2019

3

Council of the Isles of Scilly Strategic Housing Market Assessment
Mendip, Sedgemoor, South Somerset and Taunton Deane Strategic
Housing Market Assessment
Strategic Housing Market Assessment Part 2—Objectively Assessed
Need for Affordable Housing
Swindon & Wiltshire Strategic Housing Market Assessment

2016

Bath & North East Somerset
Bristol, South Gloucestershire
and North Somerset
Isles of Scilly
Mendip, Sedgemoor and
South Somerset
Plymouth, South Hams and
West Devon
Wiltshire and Swindon

4
5
6

2016
2017
2017

Source: ORS, 2019; ORS, 2019; DCA, 2016; JG Consulting, 2016, HDH Planning and Development, 2017; and ORS, 2017 [30–34].
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The PPG advises that in order to obtain a robust assessment of demand for self-build
and custom housebuilding in SHMAs, data held on Registers should be assessed and
reviewed [25,26]. The PPG continues that this data should be supplemented using existing
secondary data sources including building plot search websites, ‘Need-a-plot’ information
from the Self-build portal administered by NaCSBA, and the number of plot enquiries
in the area from local estate agents. NaCSBA ‘Need a Plot’ data was the most prevalent
indicator used, cited in 67% of the SHMAs identified (Table 7).
Table 7. Indicators of demand used in SHMAs.
Demand Indicator Used
NaCSBA ‘Need a Plot’
Register data
BuildStore data
Information from letting agents
Household Survey
Questionnaire
Total Indicators Used

1

SHMA Ref No.
2
3
4
5

x

x

x
x
x
x

x

6

% of SHMAs Using Indicator

x
x

67%
50%
17%
17%

x
1

1

1

17%
4

1

2

Source: ORS, 2019; ORS, 2019: DCA, 2016; JG Consulting, 2016, HDH Planning and Development, 2017; and ORS,
2017 [30–34].

SHMA No. 3 was the only assessment to profess a demand figure. Arguably it is not
a robust assessment of demand as it was not calculated in line with guidance set out in
the PPG and does not take account of future trends. Instead the figure merely provided
a current speculative demand for a snapshot in time rather than an Objectively Assessed
Need (OAN) figure for self and custom build demand in the Housing Market Area (HMA)
as required by national guidance. Comparisons of OAN figures for self and custom build
demand and recorded Register demand figures were not possible for the rest of the study
area as no demand figures had been produced.
Neither SHMA No.1 nor SHMA No.2 used Register data in line with PPG recommendations to inform their assessments yet both concluded there was limited evidence
of demand. The HMA Register figures illustrated in Table 8 clearly demonstrate these
statements to be inaccurate. What is even more surprising is that both these SHMAs were
the most recently produced in the study area, benefiting from three full base periods worth
of data at their disposal. This is remarkable given that calculating demand for this tenure
in SHMAs has been enshrined in national policy and guidance since 2012.
Table 8. Summary of comments on calculating demand in SHMAs whom did not produce a demand figure.
SHMA Ref No.

1

2

4

5

6

Summary of Comments on Demand
If someone requires a self-build plot, they will be counted in
the OAN like with affordable housing. The evidence supports
limited demand in the area, role of the sector will be better
understood once the councils Register has had time to mature.
The evidence supports limited demand; however, this may
under-estimate actual demand.
Any attempt to quantify demand and the nature of demand
should be focused on the planning system rather than sales
and marketing. The evidence points to the conclusion that
significant demand exists for self and custom build projects
and the biggest barrier to success is the lack of available land.
No comments other than stating Register figures [no date or
base period provided].
A survey to ascertain levels of demand for self-build could be
undertaken in future; however, it would be important to
ensure that appropriate questions are designed that can
effectively separate aspiration from effective market demand.

HMA Register Figure at Publication Date

862

954

97

381

117

Source: ORS, 2019; ORS, 2019: DCA, 2016; JG Consulting, 2016, HDH Planning and Development, 2017; and ORS, 2017 [30–34].
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An alternate estimate of demand for each LPA was calculated applying findings from
Ipsos Mori polls commissioned by the NaCSBA [21–23] to ONS 2018-mid-year population
estimates [35]. Table 9 demonstrates the results of this exercise compared with total
recorded demand for base periods one to three. Unfortunately, the levels of demand
recorded through this exercise cannot be verified in the absence of a full demand assessment
i.e., SHMA. It should be noted the estimated data looks at a population profile of 15+,
yet you must be 18+ to join a Register. This may account for the estimated figures being
marginally higher than the Register figures in some cases.
Table 9. Estimated demand across the study area using national data compared with demand recorded on Registers.
Authority

Estimated Demand

Register Demand

Register % of Estimated Demand

Council of the Isles of Scilly
Bath & North East Somerset Council
Exeter City Council
Teignbridge District Council
South Hams District Council
Cotswold District Council
Bristol City Council
Stroud District Council
Torridge District Council
Cornwall Council
Mendip District Council
Sedgemoor District Council
West Devon Borough Council
South Gloucestershire Council
Forest of Dean District Council
Plymouth City Council
East Devon District Council
North Devon Council
South Somerset District Council
Mid Devon District Council
Tewkesbury Borough Council
Wiltshire Council
Cheltenham Borough Council
Gloucester City Council
Swindon Borough Council
Torbay Council
Totals

38
3241
226
2252
1471
1507
7640
1981
1156
9509
1911
2042
945
4652
1462
4365
2454
1608
2803
1352
1526
8187
1956
2092
3581
2287
72,240

30
862
35
328
189
144
681
162
92
694
127
128
59
273
73
209
102
61
104
45
46
185
44
42
58
18
4791

79%
27%
15%
15%
13%
10%
9%
8%
8%
7%
7%
6%
6%
6%
5%
5%
4%
4%
4%
3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
2%
1%
7%

Source: Ipsos Mori, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016; NOMIS, 2019; LPA Freedom of Information Responses [21–23,35].

The estimated figures indicate that the demand when using national data as a proxy
for self and custom build development plots is significantly higher than indicated by most
Registers. Estimated demand for the Isles of Scilly was the most akin to the level of demand
recorded on the Register accounting for 79%. The council noted in their FOI response that
the existence of the Register has been publicised via social media platforms. Given the
Islands small population, estimated at just 2200 people in 2018 [35], and the significant
reach attributed to social media, it is likely that this Register figure is fairly accurate.
Of the seven LPAs in Table 9 whose Register figures were 3% or less of estimated
demand, just one had undertaken any publicity exercise outside of creating a website.
When the estimated figures and Register data are viewed in light of the level of publicity
within an LPA, it is apparent that knowledge of the Registers existence is paramount to its
effectiveness. The research also highlights that the level and the types of publicity used are
crucial. One could argue that to truly comply with statuary publication requirements LPAs
must employ a method of publicity that would reach those who would not find out about
the Register by other means.
Clearly most LPAs in the study have fallen significantly short of their statutory duties
in this respect, in light of which one should consider the level of demand recorded on
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Registers to be a minimum as latent demand is likely to be much higher. Whilst it is
probable the accuracy of Registers will improve with time; it is reasonable to conclude
that at present they do not reflect true levels of demand for self and custom housing in the
study area.
5.2. RQ2. How Effective Have Local Planning Authorities Been at Classifying Suitable
Development Permissions for Self-Build and Custom Housebuilding?
The literature demonstrated that Government had acknowledged the scale of untapped delivery from the self and custom build sector and identified a lack of access to
suitable land as a key barrier to its development from as early as 2011. Whilst the 2016 Act
will surely trigger an increase in the supply of plots available to self and custom builders,
the regulations are somewhat vague when setting out what the Act considers a “suitable”
development permission to comprise.
This research question seeks to evaluate the effectiveness of provisions in the 2016
Housing and Planning Act as a suitable structure for LPAs in the South West to identify
and monitor the delivery of plots for self and custom housebuilding within the study area.
The Act considers a development permission to be “suitable” if it could include self or
custom building. The data informing this question has been extrapolated from the FOI
responses received across the study area; and plots search websites BuildStore and the
LandBank Partnership.
Table 10 demonstrates the total supply of development permissions granted and
considered to meet the duty recorded within the study area. Whilst the FOI sought
data for base period one, Plymouth City Council was the only LPA in the study area to
acknowledge that these figures do not count towards the duty in line with the regulations
and had therefore not been recorded. It is unclear through the current research whether the
other 21 LPAs that provided base period one data have counted such consents towards
the duty.
The data shows that Cornwall Council reported a significantly higher rate of delivery
than any other LPA in the study area, accounting for almost 63% of the total supply. It is
rather concerning that the Councils of the Isles of Scilly and Dartmoor National Park
reported they had not delivered a single suitable plot in the two-year period, given their
respective Register figures of 18 and 118 registrants for base period one. Additionally, six
LPAs in the study area reported they could not provide any figures. Given the statutory
requirement to grant enough permissions (which logically necessitates monitoring permissions granted) had been in place for almost three years at the time of the request this is
highly troublesome.
There is substantial void in national legislation, policy and guidance as to what the
Government considers a “suitable” plot to meet the duty to be. It is therefore reasonable
to deduce that the legal definition of self and custom building contained within the Act
should be the starting point for LPAs when determining if permission could be considered
suitable for to meet the duty. The 2017 PPG amendments build on the legal definition by
stating that “In considering whether a home is a self-build or custom build home, relevant
authorities must be satisfied that the initial owner of the home will have primary input
into its final design and layout.” [25,26].
Aside from this LPAs have largely been left to their own devices when determining
permissions that could be considered “suitable”. The FOI sought quantitative evidence
from LPAs on how the plots recorded complied with the legal definition. Figure 1 indicates
that 6 (27%) LPAs in the study area who provided permissions data offered no specific
evidence as to how the permissions recorded had been identified in compliance with the
definition. It is therefore wholly unclear how some of the figures have been calculated and
whether they do in fact meet the statutory definition thus contributing towards the duty.
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Table 10. Suitable permission granted in base periods 2 to 3 in the study area.
Local Planning Authority

Base Period 2

Base Period 3

Total

% of Total Supply

Cornwall Council

1199

1316

2515

62.53%

South Somerset District Council

145

119

264

6.56%

South Gloucestershire Council

50

163

213

5.30%

Teignbridge District Council

75

99

174

4.33%

East Devon District Council

80

36

116

2.88%

North Devon Council

96

90

186

4.62%

Torridge District Council

49

33

82

2.04%

Sedgemoor District Council

23

54

77

1.91%

Bath & North East Somerset

34

37

71

1.77%

Plymouth City Council

47

39

86

2.14%

Stroud District Council

12

37

49

1.22%

Bristol City Council

18

27

45

1.12%

Cotswold District Council

23

20

43

1.07%

Forest of Dean District Council

0

42

42

1.04%

Exeter City Council

10

9

19

0.47%

Swindon Borough Council

6

11

17

0.42%

Exmoor National Park

9

5

14

0.35%

Tewkesbury Borough Council

0

5

5

0.12%

Gloucester City Council

1

2

3

0.07%

Mid Devon District Council

0

1

1

0.02%

Council of the Isles of Scilly

0

0

0

0.00%

Dartmoor National Park

0

0

0

0.00%

Totals

1877

2145

4022

100.00%

Source: LPA Freedom of Information Responses.

Figure 2 identifies seven methods used for classifying “suitable” plots granted for
self and/or custom building in the study area. The most prevalent method used was
monitoring the number Community Infrastructure Levy exemptions (CIL) granted (36%).
The research found this method to be one of the most efficient mechanisms as once an
exemption is granted the permission is legally tied to a self-build use for a minimum of
three years. The FOI responses highlighted that not all the LPAs in the study area had a
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) in place and were therefore unable to utilise this
method. In addition, many LPAs have a CIL that only covers specific areas within the
authority [36], thus exemptions cannot wholly be relied upon.
Checking a Section 106 agreement (S.106) and/or planning condition attached to a
permission for self-build occupation was a method used by 2 (9%) LPAs to identify supply
in the study area. Like CIL exemptions, these documents can legally bind dwelling(s) to a
self-build use and/or occupant. However, unlike CIL exemptions, planning conditions and
S.106 agreements can be altered in certain circumstances therefore tainting their reliability as
a source of supply data. The consequence of the removal of such a condition or agreement is
that it allows the permission to be sold on thus departing from the definition which requires
design input from the occupant. Although, it is reasonable to argue that the development
was technically “suitable” at the point of permission and should count towards the duty
regardless of future amendments. Contacting the applicant in some shape or form to
capture the number of “suitable” plots delivered in a base period was employed by 3 (14%)
LPAs in the study area. This could be weighed as a relatively robust approach given that
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is explicitly included as part of an allocation. As the Act matures and evidence of demand
The stipulation that a self-build dwelling must have input from the applicant on its design
on Registers becomes more reliable, it is probable more and more Local Plans will introduce
throws in to question the ability to count all single dwelling plots towards the duty in
these sorts of policies as a mechanism to boost supply towards the duty. Although this
compliance with the definition contained in the 2015 Act.
assumption is predicated on their being some form of policy implication/sanction for not
Notably Cornwall Council who reported 65% of supply in the study area only used
councils not meeting the duty, which at present there is not.
single dwelling permissions to calculate the number of suitable plots delivered. In a SepSelf-build plots delivered through dedicated policies will likely have some sort of legal
tember 2019 House of Commons debate, Richard Bacon MP called for further clarity on
agreement requiring them to be built out as such thus constituting a reliable data source.
These plots may also be captured through CIL exemptions granted so systems to prevent
double counting should be implemented. Overall plots delivered via dedicated policies
should have occupancy conditions attached to them and as such can be better captured by
other methods; however, plots through percentage-based policies or allocations should be
counted towards the duty as they could accommodate self-build at the point of permission.
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Tewksbury Council stated in its FOI response that it monitors permissions that have
been specifically granted for self-build schemes (5%). It is wholly unclear from the FOI
response how the Council does this and whether the permissions recorded comply with
the definition. By contrast Mid Devon Council indicated they monitor permissions for
self-build granted via counting the number of applicants whom marked their application as
such on the Planning Portal application form (5%). It is unclear when the ability to mark an
application as self or custom build on the Planning Portal application form was introduced;
with most LPAs in the study area stating they could not provide this information either
because they did not monitor this data, or they were not aware of this element of the form.
It should be noted that of the mechanisms described surprisingly just three LPAs in
the study area used a combination of two methods to establish supply figures within their
respective administrative areas. South Gloucestershire Council, who reported the third
highest level of delivery, was the only LPA to use a combination of three mechanisms
identified. The LPAs that used more than one method and the methods used are set out
in Table 11.
Table 11. Methods used by LPAs who applied multiple mechanisms.
Mechanism

No. of CIL
Exemptions Granted

Forest of Dean District Council
South Gloucestershire Council
Stroud District Council
Torridge District Council

X
X

Applicant
Contacted
X
X

Local Plan
Policy/Allocations

All Single
Dwelling Plots

Section 106/
Planning Condition
X

X
X
X

X

Source: LPA Freedom of Information Responses.

It is clear from the above evidence that there are a number of methods for identifying
suitable development permissions each with their own strengths and weaknesses. In order
to further test the accuracy of the data provided plot data was sought from two different plot
searching websites. Table 12 indicates that there were around 500 building opportunities
available to prospective self-builders throughout November 2019 in the study area.
Table 12. BuildStore building opportunities advertised the study area during November 2019.
County

Building Opportunities as at:
04/11/2019

11/11/2019

18/11/2019

25/11/2019

189
158
43

191
158
46

184
157
40

184
157
38

87

89

90

87

10
487

10
494

11
482

11
477

Cornwall
Devon
Gloucestershire
Somerset and
Avon
Wiltshire
Total
Source: BuildStore, 2019 [37].

In order to determine what types of plots were being advertised, a review was undertaken of the 11 plots available to purchase in Wiltshire on 25 November 2019. Of the
11 plots identified all had detailed planning permissions for dwellings already in place.
While the dwellings themselves may not have yet been built, when the permission is
implemented, the dwellings will need to be built out in compliance with the approved
plans. Clearly these building opportunities are a departure from the legal definition which
explicitly discounts the building of a house to the specifications decided by another person.
Table 13 demonstrates there were a significantly lower level of plots advertised
through the LandBank Partnership website [38] than on BuildStore [37]. This is likely
because the website is subject to lower levels of publicity; however, this could also mean
lower competition for plots. To understand variations in the types of plots advertised, a
review was undertaken of all the plots for sale on the site on 25 November 2019. Of the
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seven plots identified, four had detailed planning consents. The remaining three plots
identified on the website all had outline consents in place.
Table 13. LandBank Partnership building opportunities advertised in the study area during
November 2019.
County
Bristol
Cornwall
Devon
Gloucestershire
Somerset
Wiltshire
Total

Building Opportunities as at:
04/11/2019

11/11/2019

18/11/2019

25/11/2019

0
4
1
1
2
4
12

2
6
1
0
2
6
17

1
3
1
0
2
1
8

1
2
1
0
2
1
7

Source: LandBank Partnership, 2019 [38].

There is far more flexibility towards counting single dwelling outline planning permissions towards the duty than there is when it comes to detailed or ‘full’ permissions.
This is because in most cases the design of the property will be reserved at outline stage,
thus the purchaser of the plot will likely have control over what kind of layout and design
the dwelling will take when submitting a reserved matters application. It is considered that
the inclusion of single dwelling outline permissions encompasses the ‘could be suitable’
element of the duty, as any outline permission could be sold on to a self-builder to develop.
The evidence indicates that a significant proportion of the building opportunities advertised on BuildStore and LandBank Partnership throughout November 2019 were likely
for plots that already had detailed planning permission. This tells us two things. Firstly,
most plots advertised will not suitable development opportunities for self and custom
builders, with the absence in fluctuations of plot numbers suggesting a constrained supply
of suitable plots. Secondly, the proportion of single dwelling plots with detailed planning
permission advertised for sale is further evidence that all single dwelling permissions
granted during a base period should not be counted.
The above findings and analysis illustrate that the effectiveness of LPAs in classifying
suitable development permissions for self and custom housebuilding is highly dependent
on the mechanisms used to identify permissions. The research clearly demonstrates that
LPAs who use legal mechanisms to identify permissions are likely to have significantly
more accurate supply figures than those who simply count all single dwellings.
5.3. RQ3. How Efficient Have Local Authorities Been at Granting Enough “Suitable” Development
Permissions to Meet Demand for Self-Build and Custom Housebuilding Recorded on Registers?
The Self-build and Custom Housebuilding Time for Compliance and Fees Regulations
(2016) are clear: the time allowed to meet the duty is a period of three years beginning
immediately after the end of that base period. This means that any permissions granted in
the same base period as the Register base date cannot be counted toward meeting the duty.
Therefore, should an LPA provide more plots in base period two than demand recorded
in base period one the subsequent overprovision cannot be counted towards demand
recorded on the Register in base period two. Given that base period one ended on 30
October 2016, the time allowed to grant permission to meet the demand recorded in this
period ended on 30 October 2019. As previously highlighted, there are several variations
affecting the way supply and demand data is recorded within the study area which may
impact an LPAs compliance with duties and the subsequent figures reported.
The aim of this research question is to assess the success of the Self and Custom
Housebuilding Act 2015 (as amended) as an appropriate framework for LPAs in the study
area to grant enough suitable permissions to meet demand recorded on Registers in base
period one. The data informing this question has been extrapolated from the FOI responses
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received across the study area. Comparisons are also made with the findings of RQ1
and RQ2.
Table 14 demonstrates that seven of the LPAs in the study area recorded a base period
two supply figure that exceeds base period 1 demand. This means that across the study
area there are a total of 1169 plots that cannot be counted towards the duty and remain in
compliance with the regulations. Had this overprovision occurred in base periods three
or four they would still be able to be counted towards meeting base period two demand.
This process is then repeated through subsequent base periods meaning LPAs will need to
check annually for any overprovision to be discounted.
Table 14. Base period two over provision in the study area.
Authority

Base Period 1
Register Figure

Base Period 2
Supply Figure

Over Provision

Exeter City Council
Tewkesbury Borough Council
Torridge District Council
East Devon District Council
North Devon Council
South Somerset District Council
Cornwall Council
Total

6
12
18
32
24
31
310
433

10
23
49
80
96
145
1199
1602

4
11
31
48
72
114
889
1169

Source: LPA Freedom of Information Responses.

Table 15 that illustrates that all of the LPAs who provided a complete set of supply
data for base periods two to four, by their own estimations, had met the demand recorded
on their Registers during base period one thus fulfilling their statutory duties. Interestingly,
all but one LPA could demonstrate they had accrued a surplus of plots over the period. It
is important to reiterate that any surplus accrued in base period two cannot be counted
towards demand recorded in base period two in line with the Regulations, a fact which
some LPAs seem to have overlooked.
Table 15. Base period one demand data compared with permissions granted between base periods
two to four.
Authority

Base Period 1
Register Figure

Total Plots Delivered
(Base Periods 2 to 4)

Shortfall/
Surplus

Gloucester City Council
Plymouth City Council
Stroud District Council
Tewkesbury Borough Council
Torridge District Council
Sedgemoor District Council
South Gloucestershire Council
Teignbridge District Council
North Devon Council
South Somerset District Council
Totals

3
93
48
12
18
37
127
131
24
31
524

3
116
79
71
95
133
237
289
267
360
1650

0
23
31
59
77
96
110
158
243
329
1126

Source: LPA Freedom of Information Responses.

Figure 3 demonstrates the mechanisms used to identify the plots reported in Table 15.
It is pertinent to note that between the first and second FOI requests, Tewkesbury Borough
Council changed its monitoring procedure to include all single dwellings permitted towards meeting the duty as well as permissions granted specifically for self and custom
build. The monitoring report provided with the second FOI response establishes that had
the Council excluded single dwelling permissions from the duty, they would not have been
able to demonstrate enough plots to meet demand. This is a clear indication that LPAs are
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Three of the four councils identified in Table 11 who used a combination of methods to
identify suitable plots were able to demonstrate that supply exceeded demand. Evidently,
in order to robustly capture all suitable dwellings, permitted a best practice approach,
is to use a combination of appropriate monitoring indicators. That being said, one of
the two indicators used by Torridge was the inclusion of all single dwellings permitted,
which this research has repeatedly established to be inappropriate. This is also the case for
North Devon Council who exclusively use this method to identify suitable plots, reporting
the second highest surplus of plots over the period (243). Similarly, Somerset District
Council and Gloucester City Council provided no specific evidence on how the permissions
reported were derived. Given the significant oversupply in South Somerset District of
some 329 dwellings (the highest reported) it is reasonable to assume that this calculation
includes single dwelling permissions and should therefore be treated with caution.
Although looking at mechanisms to identify suitable plots is important, the demand
figures recorded should also be interrogated. Figure 4 demonstrates that 60% of the
LPAs who reported figures for the full period had undertaken no publicity exercises
outside of creating a dedicated webpage. Therefore, irrespective of meeting recorded
demand the LPAs have already failed to comply with the regulations and consequently
the figures reported are not likely to represent true demand for self-build. These LPAs
have evidently failed to comply with their statutory duties. In addition, 50% of LPAs
had implemented eligibility requirements and 10% also charged a fee for entry. Although
these additional requirements are permitted under the regulations, they are also likely to
suppress recorded demand.
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Table 16. Compliance with statutory duties set out in the 2015 Act (as amended).
Authority

Demand Recorded
Incompliance with Regulations?

Appropriate Monitoring
Mechanism(s)?

Complied with Statutory Duties
in Full?

Gloucester City Council
South Somerset District Council
North Devon Council
Tewkesbury Borough Council
Stroud District Council
South Gloucestershire Council
Torridge District Council
Sedgemoor District Council
Teignbridge District Council
Plymouth City Council

No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

The above findings and analysis highlight that the majority of LPAs in the study
area were highly inefficient in carrying out the statutory duties ascribed to them through
the 2015 Act (as amended). Just three LPAs in the study area could accurately state they
had granted enough “suitable” development permissions to meet demand recorded in
base period one. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that currently the 2015 Act (as
amended) is not an appropriate framework for LPAs to grant enough suitable permissions
to meet demand.
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6. Conclusions and Recommendations
This section concludes the study by outlining the key findings of the research and
makes recommendations to improve the functionality of the 2015 Self-build and Custom
Housebuilding Act (as amended) when applied by LPAs in the future.
6.1. Demand for Self and Custom Housebuilding in the Study Area
While the regulations accompanying the 2015 Act (as amended) were clear that
Register existence must be publicised, 64% of LPAs in the study area had not undertaken
publicity exercises outside of creating a website. Correspondingly, the research concluded
that demand recorded on Registers can only be viewed as a minimum figure, as a prerequisite of their effectiveness is the knowledge of their existence.
Recommendation: Regulations should be amended to require LPAs to conduct publication exercises bi-annually as a minimum.
The research highlighted that some LPAs are taking advantage of implementing
additional eligibility requirements. The PPG requires that the implementation of such a
requirement must be in response to a recognised local issue. It was unclear from the research
what local issue(s), if any, the LPAs implementing such requirements had identified. As a
result, demand recorded for LPAs who have implemented local connection tests is likely to
be constrained by such requirements and therefore can only be viewed as a minimum.
Recommendation: Amendments should be made to the PPG whereby LPAs are required
to consult on any proposed eligibility requirements and should then submit evidence of
their ‘strong justification’ to PINS for approval before any test can be implemented.
Charging fees to gain acceptance to a Register also acts as a disincentive to joining
Registers. The research noted the Government is already aware LPAs are charging disproportionate fees as a mechanism to discourage people from signing up to Registers. Once
again, LPAs who charge fees to join the Register are likely to have stifled demand figures
and can therefore only be viewed as a minimum.
Recommendation: The Legislation should be amended to remove provisions allowing
LPAs to charge a fee for entry onto a Register. This would reduce transaction costs of the
process [39,40].
Even with the aforementioned deficiencies in recording Register demand, the research
has clearly demonstrated there is a high demand for self and custom housebuilding plots in
the study area. The level of demand reported cannot currently be verified in the absence of
a full demand assessment, due to the fact that none of the SHMAs in the study area sought
to make robust assessments of demand for this tenure contrary to national guidance.
Recommendation: Amendments should be made to the PPG to explicitly require SHMAs
to disaggregate OANs calculated to provide a specific need for self and custom housebuilding over the plan period.
6.2. Classifying Suitable Development Permissions in the Study Area
The study determined the most efficient method for identifying suitable permissions
was the number of CIL exemptions granted for self-build developments in a base period.
In the absence of a CIL or where a CIL does not cover an entire LPA area, the study
established that permissions granted for Self-build should be monitored through S.106
agreements or planning conditions tying a development to a self-build use.
Recommendation: The PPG should be amended to include a section outlining appropriate mechanisms for monitoring suitable development permissions, specifying CIL
self-build exemptions granted, S.106 agreements, and planning conditions as recommended
monitoring indicators.
The research repeatedly found counting all single dwelling permissions towards the
duty inappropriate. The majority of single dwelling permissions granted were likely to be
sold on, to be built out by a third party as demonstrated by The Landbank Partnership and
BuildStore data. The only exception to this assertion was when an outline permission for a
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single dwelling was sold on, as the buyer is able to have input into the final design of a
property.
Recommendation: The PPG should explicitly state that in the absence of a legal agreement single dwelling permissions cannot be counted towards meeting the duty unless the
permission is outlined with design as a reserved matter.
Whilst contacting applicants was also a method prevalent in the study area used to
identify permissions, this was found to be somewhat unreliable in isolation; and marking
an application as self-build on the Planning Portal application form was also found to
be an unreliable monitoring source. These methods are better used during the planning
application process to enable LPAs to work proactively with potential self-builders.
Recommendation: Amendments to the ‘Residential Unit’s’ section of the Planning Portal
form should be made to allow applicants to clearly specify how many proposed self-build
plots are proposed on a development site.
6.3. Granting Suitable Development Permissions to Meet Demand
The research demonstrated that 18 LPAs were unable to provide complete sets of
supply data and 70% of LPAs who provided data had failed to comply with the Act in
some shape or form. When this is viewed in light of the volume of LPAs that incorrectly
count single dwellings towards the duty, it is clear that the majority of LPAs in the study
area perceive the duty as no more than a mathematical exercise.
Recommendation: The legislation should be amended to require LPAs to submit annual
returns to Government AND an accompanying statement of how these permissions have
been collated in compliance with the statutory definition.
Due to the wording of the Time for Compliance and Fees Regulations 2016, permissions granted cannot be counted towards fulfilling the duty in certain circumstances. This
oversimplification acts as a disincentive for LPAs to increase supply above Register demand
which, as the research has demonstrated, can only be viewed as a minimum.
Recommendation: The Time for Compliance and Fees Regulations 2016 should be
amended to allow any overprovision to be rolled over to the next base period.
Due to there being no requirement to connect permissions granted to those on the
Register, a self-builder who has found a plot may be removed from a Register prior to
the end of the base period, yet their plot is still counted toward meeting current Register
demand at the end of the period.
Recommendation: The PPG should be amended to require LPAs to link plots granted
to those on the Register so that if a person has been removed due to being granted a
permission, their demand and supply is still reported in the annual return to Government.
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